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Small Pentagram Ritual



Lesser Ritual of the Pentagram which is also known as Small Pentagram Ritual is a ritual developed,

taught and used by the Magical Order of the Golden Dawn. It is known and used by many across the

world as a banishing ritual and is still regarded as the fundamental ritual of ceremonial magic. This

ritual is very good for banishing all forms of negativity and evil in one’s life, space and world. It can

equally be used to banish the evils and negativity in the lives of your family members, friends, loved

ones and the environment where you live.

If you are being affected or tormented by an evil magic (or juju), the first thing to do would be to

banish the spirits (spirits of animals, microorganisms, plants, human beings, etc) and the living

persons behind the whole evil, before you can now go on to banish or destroy the evil from your life,

space and world (by practicing this ritual). This strategy may be preferable if the human body is what

is being affected or tormented by the evil. If you proceed to banish the evil without first banishing

the persons and spirits behind the whole thing, there are chances that the evil spirits or persons may

replace the evil with another evil, so that you continue to suffer and struggle forever trying to solve

one spiritual problem.

Small Pentagram Ritual is a very simple ritual that involves the four arch angels (Rafael, Gabriel,

Michael and Uriel) and may even include the four powerful Hebrew names of God (JAHWE,

ADONAY, ELOHIM and El SCHADDAI). The following elements (angels) can also be part of it:

EXARP: Air Element

BITOM: Fire Element

HCOMA: Water Element

NANTA: Earth Element

Lesser Ritual of the Pentagram has been practiced by many across the world and confirmed to be

working. Among other things, it can be used to banish bad habits, bad attitudes and behaviors, and

can as well be used to prevent lots of bad things from happening. It can banish or prevent those bad

things you don’t want to happen in your life or in the lives of your family members, friends and loved

ones.

You only need to be serious and focused when performing this ritual. Free your mind of all kinds of

distractions and always try to spend more time on the visualizations. The experiences you will get

when you continue to perform this ritual are real, and with time you may even start to see the

angels mentioned in it.

Before you start to perform this ritual, have a list of things you want to achieve (intentions)

represented with dots. The dots may be written on the empty space at the back of the printed copy

of this ritual or in a separate sheet of paper that must be kept in a safe place (so that you can easily

add more intentions any time you like). Each dot in the paper represents one intention. Don’t write

down your intentions in words, because you don’t need to remember them all the time. It works

better when represented with dots.



In addition to that, download and watch videos of a burning fire, natural flowing water, earth

(ground), and air. Listen to the sounds coming from these elements. Watching such videos will help

you to easily build and improve your visualizations.

Click https://vimeo.com/354118972 or copy to your browser to download video of a real burning

fire.

Click https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_71Q60-4lE to watch YouTube video on how to perform

Lesser Ritual of the Pentagram.



Below is the ritual:



STEP 1

Construction of Kabbalah Cross:

 touch your forehead and say ATA

 touch your breast and say MALCHUT

 touch your right shoulder and say VE-GEVURA

 touch your left shoulder and say VE-GEDULA

 cross your arms and say LE OLAM.

While saying these words, imagine lines of strong white light in the form of a cross. It goes from your

forehead to your feet and from right shoulder to left shoulder. When you say Le Olam, visualize rose

at the point where the lines cross.



STEP 2

Face the East direction (see the picture below), draw to the air the pentagram, and follow the

arrows. Begin and end in point 1.

Say:

“Archangel RAFAEL ()לאפר, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“EXARP, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“ORO IBAH AOZPI, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“JAHWE ()הוהי, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Then, draw in the air Aqarius zodiac sign:



Aqarius



Say: Thank you powers for coming.

Close your eyes, visualize a feeling of cool air all over you and in your immediate surroundings. Sense

the sounds from this cool air. Minimum time to spend on this visualization should be 15 minutes.

Also visualize a violent wind, and sense the sounds from this violent wind. Minimum time: 15

minutes.

Never think about your intentions, the powers you called to in this ritual know your intentions.



STEP 3

Face the South direction, draw to the air the pentagram, and follow the arrows. Begin and end in

point 1.

Say:

“Archangel MICHAEL ()לאכימ, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“BITOM, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“OIP TEA PEDOCE, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“ADONAY () ֲא ֹדנָי, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Then, draw in the air Leo zodiac sign:



Leo

Say: Thank you powers for coming.

Close your eyes, visualize a burning fire in front of you and feel the heat as this fire continues to

burn.

Spend at least 15 minutes with this visualization.

Never think about your intentions.



STEP 4

Face the West direction (see the picture below), draw to the air the pentagram, and follow the

arrows. Begin and end in point 1.

Say:

“Archangel GABRIEL () ג ְַּב ִריאֵ ל, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“HCOME, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

"EMPEH ARSEL GAIOL, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“EL SCHADDAI (ידש לא,), I am calling you, please come to me.”

Then, draw into the air the relevant zodiac sign:



Scorpio

Say: Thank you powers for coming.

Close your eyes, visualize a flowing natural water (waterfall, river, ocean, or spring, e.t.c) and feel it

on your body.

Spend at least 15 minutes in this visualization.

Never think about your intentions.



STEP 5

Face the North direction (see the picture below), draw to the air the pentagram, and follow the

arrows. Begin and end in point 1.

Say:

“Archangel URIEL ()אּוריאֵ ל,

ִ

I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“NANTA, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

"EMOR DIAL HECTEGA, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Draw the pentagram again and say:

“ELOHIM (ֹלהים

ִ ֱ)א, I am calling you, please come to me.”

Then, draw in the air Taurus zodiac sign:



Taurus



Say: Thank you powers for coming.

Close your eyes, visualize natural earth (with its sand) and feel it under your feet.

Spend at least 15 minutes with the visualization.

Never think about your intentions.



STEP 6

Then, turn east again and draw above your head the Star of David.

First, draw the "upper triangle " (clockwise) and say:

“EHEJE ASHER EHEJE” (in Hebrew) or “ÓM, SÓ HAM” (in sanskrit).

Meaning: I AM WHO I AM.

Then draw the "lower triangle " (clockwise) and say:

“ATA GIBOR LE OLAM ADONAY” or “AGLA” (in Hebrew). Meaning: God is Almighty.

Do this three times.



STEP 7

Then say and visualize the following:

In front of me is Rafael

behind me is Gabriel

on my right side is Michael

on my left side is Uriel.

Around me, the four pentagrams are burning.

Above me shines brightly the Star of David.

All negative energies are gone.

Also say the following affirmation:

I AM POWER.

I AM ETERNAL SOUL.

I AM BALANCE.

I AM LOVE.

I AM SOUL.

I AM LIGHT.

I AM AWARENESS.

I AM HEALTH.

I AM HAPPINESS.

I AM.



STEP 8

Repeat the Kabbalah Cross in step 1

Construction of Kabbalah Cross:

 touch your forehead and say ATA

 touch your breast and say MALCHUT

 touch your right shoulder and say VE-GEVURA

 touch your left shoulder and say VE-GEDULA

 cross your arms and say LE OLAM.

While saying these words, imagine lines of strong white light in the form of a cross. It goes from your

forehead to your feet and from right shoulder to left shoulder. When you say Le Olam, visualize rose

in the place where the lines cross.



Copyright and disclaimer

While we have made every effort to ensure that the information in this ritual is correct, we do not

give any guarantees, undertakings or warranties in relation to the accuracy, completeness and up to

date status of this information.

Disclaimer

Spiritual manna and the person(s) writing or publishing the rituals or articles will not be liable for any

loss or damage suffered by anybody, arising out of the reliance on the content of this ritual.



Copyright © 2019 Spiritual manna, All Rights Reserved
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